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Interview with Perla Alessandri, Managing Director of Grey Mer S.r.l.

Luxury
at your feet
Luxury goods have experienced ongoing
growth over the past few years. Italy is leading the way in terms of the number of luxury
goods companies, most of which are familyowned and run. Across the globe, ‘made in
Italy’ stands for luxury goods excelling in
both quality and design, and its reputation is
strongest in the fashion sector. Fully in line
with the tradition of excellence, Grey Mer
S.r.l. is best known for footwear, leather bags
and accessories. Well established in Europe
and Asia, the Italian fashion specialists are
heading for new markets, mainly the USA.

EUROPEAN
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“We have more than 30 years of

Faced with a decline in sales in

experience in footwear,” says Man-

2000 and especially during the

aging Director Perla Alessandri,

economic crisis in 2004/2005,

daughter of the founder Luciano

Grey Mer changed its product

Alessandri. “My father established

strategy and started creating and

the company in 1980 with the idea

manufacturing its own collections

of manufacturing ready-to-wear

for the luxury range. “This strategic

footwear in the medium to low

move enabled us to open up for-

price range. At that time it was not

eign markets, and we did,” states

important to underline the Italian

Ms. Alessandri. “We had been

origin, so instead my father looked

active exclusively in Italy before.

for an international name and

Today we generate 80% of the

chose Grey Mer as an allusion to

turnover on foreign markets. Last

our hometown San Mauro Pascoli,

year there was hardly any increase

the birthplace of the famous poet

in turnover, which amounted to 9.5

Giovanni Pascoli. ‘Cavallina Storna’

million EUR. This year we experi-

is the title of one of his poems,

enced definite growth, and we are

and my father changed it to Grey

looking forward to propelling sales

Mer.”

to 10 or even 10.5 million EUR.”

www.european-business.com
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Grey Mer S.r.l.

Via Bellaria Nuova, 373
47030 San Mauro Pascoli (FC)
Italy
 +39 0541 930089
 +39 0541 934214
 info@greymer.it
 www.greymer.it

Inaugurated two years ago, the Grey Mer monobrand boutique in the fashion quarter of Milan serves as
the display window of the big fashion brands

Starting with the Greymer brand

In addition to its own collections,

on average. At present, we gener-

in the showroom of Massimo Boni-

for elegant and sophisticated

Grey Mer also works for differ-

ate 50% of turnover by means of

no in Milan, the leading wholesaler

footwear, the company suc-

ent French brands. “We had the

our own brands and 50% with the

of luxury shoes and accessories, a

ceeded in positioning Greymer as

capacities to work for others, and

other brands. We will continue

display window for the big players

a high-quality luxury brand with

this strategy has paid off, resulting

working for other companies in the

in luxury footwear. “Our presence

an unmistakable design. React-

in ongoing growth,” says Ms. Ales-

future while further developing and

in the Massimo Bonino showroom

ing flexibly to changing market

sandri. “Moreover, this strategy

strengthening our own brands.”

greatly enhances the positioning

and customer demands is an

has enabled us to constantly op-

integral part of the strategy, so the

timize our technology and overall

Two years ago, Grey Mer inaugu-

ing Director. “This showroom is

company quickly reacted when

efficiency. As a result, we offer our

rated its own monobrand boutique

a major attraction for customers

the sneakers boom started four

luxury footwear and bags at a fa-

in the fashion quarter of Milan, and

across the globe and has won us

years ago. “We wanted to make an

vourable price. For example shoes

for one and a half years now, Grey

a number of important customers.

excellent product for sporty foot-

are available at 320 to 480 EUR

Mer collections have been featured

For five years now, we have had an

of our brand,” states the Manag-

wear and established the My Grey

e-shop exclusively for foreign cus-

brand,” underlines Ms. Alessandri.

tomers, and we make use of social

“We create two collections every

media, an important marketing

year for each brand.”

tool. We cooperate with bloggers,
and one of our 52 employees is
active exclusively in social media.
In the future we want to open bouWith elegant and sophisticated footwear, the Greymer collection offers
affordable luxury

tiques or showrooms on foreign
markets, first of all in the USA to
increase the awareness and the
recognizability of the Greymer and

5
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Interview with Monica Savio, Corporate Communication Manager at
Selle Royal Group

Facilitating the cycling lifestyle
One of the biggest challenges our cities face is the problem of traffic; the
number of cars, buses and lorries on the roads increases constantly, and
congestion and pollution impact us all. For a number of years, towns have been addressing
the issue by encouraging the use of bicycles and providing a network of safe cycle paths. The
result is an increase in the popularity of cycling to the extent that it has, for many, become
a lifestyle choice, a preferred alternative to motorized transport. Selle Royal Group, an international manufacturer of cycling product categories, supports cyclists by understanding their
needs and providing exactly what they require for a perfect cycling experience.

“Urban mobility is increasingly

today many people cycle to work

attractive and comfortable for even

customers. Through his coura-

characterized by cycling,” points

every day. Our aim is to support

the most reluctant cyclist. The

geous approach, the export market

out Corporate Communication

cyclists by enhancing the biking

company’s route to success is a

grew quickly and became very

Manager Monica Savio. “Bike

experience.”

fascinating story of hard work and

important for the company, which

sharing is becoming progressively

Selle Royal is world renowned as

opportunity. Riccardo Bigolin was

initially focused on saddles for city

more popular; in many European

a maker of quality saddles – the

originally a chemist but gave up

cyclists. “The Selle Royal brand ex-

and Asian towns and cities you can

company produces an astounding

his job to someone who urgently

isted from day one,” explains Ms.

hire bicycles on a short term basis.

twelve million saddles every year.

needed the work. After gaining

Savio. “Mr. Bigolin developed his

Cycling has gradually developed

Perhaps less well known is that the

experience in the world of felt pro-

saddles in partnership with numer-

a strong cultural component and

company also supplies many cy-

duction, he started making saddles

ous engineers. People are often

large towns are taking advantage of

cling products such as shoes, bags

in a small workshop owned by his

captivated by the story of what he

this by portraying the image of cy-

and rucksacks, clothing, wheels,

uncle. He founded Selle Royal in

managed to achieve with what is

clists as trend-setters. In Italy, for

pedals and helmets, with ranges to

1956, and quickly decided that

effectively a piece of plastic.”

example, in the past only people

suit everyone including the profes-

exporting his saddles was the way

that did not own a car commuted

sional cyclist, the hobby rider and

to go. He learnt English and Ger-

The portfolio broadened in 1996

by bicycle; in the meantime cycling

the commuter, offering products

man, bought a car and drove to

with the introduction of a new

has undergone a revolution and

which make life on a bicycle more

Germany and Holland to look for

brand, fi’zi:k, aimed at the rac-

Headquartered in Vicenza in Italy, Selle Royal has
numerous production units and distributors around the
world

EUROPEAN
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Quality is paramount; the firm’s best technicians ensure consistent production standards around the world

The fi’zi:k brand is aimed at professionals; the range
includes saddles, accessories, clothing and shoes

ing market. “Under this brand we

Today the port-

called A4 selection to

in Boulder, one of the most im-

introduced other products such

folio is broad

support our bike deal-

portant in the USA. Last year, it

as shoes and clothing,” notes Ms.

and Selle Royal has pro-

ers. Of course we also

also opened its own R&D facility

Savio. Nevertheless, the company

duction units and distribu-

have a broad network

in Utah in the USA. “Saddles will

was not content with the status

tion channels around the world.

of distributors around

always remain our main business;

quo, and embarked on a quest for

Headquartered in Vicenza with

acquisitions that would expand

a manufacturing facility for Selle

ing direct to bike manufacturers,”

known for and our saddles have

and enhance the product range.

Royal and fi’zi:k branded saddles,

underlines Ms Savio. “Marketing is

enabled us to achieve a strong po-

First it bought the legendary Eng-

the company also has a product,

important and each brand has its

sition on the international market.

lish firm Brooks England, famous

sales and marketing office for

own strategy. For fi’zi:k for exam-

Design is our strength, beginning

for its lifestyle urban saddles,

Crankbrothers in Laguna Beach,

ple, we focus very much on social

with the scientific research. The

bags and helmets, before going

California that has a similar opera-

media and sponsorship. Brooks

R&D facility and our partnerships

on to purchase the Crankbroth-

tion facility in Taiwan. The Brooks

is featured in fashion and lifestyle

with sporting specialists will allow

ers brand, which develops and

England brand still has a produc-

promotions. Naturally, stores and

us to develop and improve our

produces components such as

tion site in the UK, while goods

in-store advertising is important for

saddles still further,” emphasizes

pedals, seat posts and wheels for

bearing the private labels of Selle

all brands. Up to now we have not

the Corporate Communication

mountain bikes. The company’s

Royal’s customers are produced

promoted ourselves as a cohesive

Manager.

range of accessories was further

in China. “We have established

group, so far we have communi-

extended by the takeover of Ped-

a joint venture with Continental

cated mainly at a B2C level and

Besides innovative design, Selle

aled, a Japanese brand which sup-

in the USA to sell our products

we would like to keep the brands

Royal prides itself on its family

plies stylish clothing specifically

there. In Italy and France we have

differentiated.”

values. Despite the fast and exten-

designed for cyclists.

our own distribution organization

7
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they are what we are really well-

sive expansion of the company,
Research and development re-

it remains true to its roots as a

mains a priority for Selle Royal,

family concern. “A daughter of

and the company has formed a

the founder is the President of the

cooperation with the University of

company,” points out Ms. Savio.

Cologne, one of the most important
sports universities in Europe and

›››

with the University of Colorado

business
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In 2002, Selle
Royal acquired
Brooks, the 120 year
old legendary British saddle maker

the world as well as sell-

››› Interview with Monica Savio, Corporate Communication Manager at Selle Royal Group
Selle Royal Group Head Office
Via Vittorio Emanuele, 119
36050 Pozzoleone (VI)
Italy
 +39 0444 461100
 +39 0444 462025
 relate@selleroyal.com
 www.selleroyal.com

In brief
Core Competence

Bicycle saddles and accessories

Facts & Figures

• Founded: 1956
• Structure: Headquartered in Vicenza, Italy
• Branch offices: Production units in Italy, the UK, China,
Taiwan and Brazil; distributors around the world
• Employees: 340 in Italy, 1,200 worldwide
• Turnover: 110 million EUR consolidated
• Export: Worldwide; most important market is Germany but
also Asia, the US, the UK, Holland, China, France, Japan

Products & Services

Saddles, cycle accessories, clothing and shoes, bags and
rucksacks, and helmets for every cyclist including professionals, leisure cyclists and commuters

Target Groups

Selle Royal attends trade fairs to promote its products, including the Eurobike exhibition in Friedrichshafen in Germany

“The company key factor is the

promote cycling as a lifestyle. I see

sense of ‘family’ that is reflected in

us developing into a slender and

its employees. The board strongly

dynamic organization, leveraging

believes that people can make the

new synergies as opportunities

difference in the organization. That

arise, to continue to meet the

is why we are in a team of young

needs of cyclists across the world.

managers with huge autonomy

The company has incredible en-

and responsability, creating a nice

ergy; I have been involved in mas-

creative environment. All of our

sive changes during my five years

employees are extremely commit-

here and that is hugely motivating

ted and work as if the company is

and satisfying.”

❙

their own. Our overarching mission

Distributors, specialist shops, end consumers

is to support cyclists by under-

Fairs & Exhibitions

ing future cycling trends, and to

standing their needs and anticipat-

Eurobike, Friedrichshafen in Germany

Philosophy

To be a social facilitator, promoting a bicycling lifestyle; support cyclists by understanding their needs and anticipating
future trends

Future

Leverage new opportunities as they arise;
develop into a slender and dynamic organization which meets the needs of cyclists
across the world

EUROPEAN
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Saddles remain
Selle Royal’s core
product; its own
R&D facility works
in partnership
with experts from
Cologne University
to develop new and
innovative products

Besides saddles, the company produces a broad range of accessories
to enhance the cycling experience

www.european-business.com
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Interview with Michele Pagani, Managing Director of
I.C.E. FOR SpA

A company comes clean
Cleaning products play a pivotal role in our daily lives. Soaps and detergents are essential to
personal and public health. As they safely and efficiently remove dirt, germs and other contaminants, they help us to remain healthy and make our surroundings more pleasant. I.C.E.
FOR SpA looks back on almost 30 years of experience in manufacturing detergents, cleaners,
emulsions, waxes and disinfectants that are used in households and professional environments. They all meet the highest quality and environmental standards.

Production facilities are characterized
by modern technology

around 800 products – profes-

I.C.E. FOR’s detergents, disinfect-

FOR introduced its first

sional detergents, ecolabel deter-

ants and cleaners are used in

products in the 1980s. To-

gents and cosmetics, domestic

hotels, nursing homes, hospitals

day, after continual devel-

cleaning products and disinfect-

and restaurants – places where

opment, the range embrac-

ants. They are distributed under

many people are in close contact

es 250 different cleaning

the company’s own brands and as

with each other. Best sellers are

products, 30 disinfectants

private labels. Thanks to outstand-

traditional cleaning products that

and 400 private label prod-

ing research and development

are also in demand for private

ucts. “Due to a significant

efforts, I.C.E. FOR has gained a

households. Now, I.C.E. FOR sees

share increase in 1987, we

reputation for developing high-

an opportunity to keep on growing

were able to substantially

quality products such as Ecolabel

with new products, projects and

strengthen our market situ-

rinse-off cosmetics that are in-

markets. “For 30 years, I.C.E. FOR

ation and broaden our prod-

novative, safe and environmen-

has never lost sight of its ethical

uct array,” notes Managing

tally friendly. “We have always

values,” underlines Mr. Pagani.

Director Michele Pagani.

put great emphasis on quality,”

“Now, we want to strengthen our

“In 1988, we established a

stresses Mr. Pagani. “This is mir-

profile as a company that works

laboratory for disinfectants,

rored by the use of excellent raw

according to the strictest ecologi-

which led to a dynamic

materials for instance. Every day,

cal standards. Double-digit growth

development in this area.

we work hard to keep up these

seems to be within the realms of

Between 1975 and 1997,

high standards. Certifications have

possibility.”

we were awarded several

had a great impact on our positive

important certifications, and

development. Furthermore, we

in 2001, we launched the

are convinced that a good balance

Ecolabel brand. These were

of quality and quantity is essential.

important steps to consoli-

We always strive for quality and

date our market share and

innovation, regardless if products

fully satisfy changing cus-

are for professional or private use.

tomer needs.”

This approach is challenging, but
it makes us stand out. We are also

I.C.E. FOR offers a broad range of different formulas and packaging solutions

9
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Today, I.C.E. FOR has 30

quite demanding when it comes

employees and annual

to end customer markets as we

sales of 8.5 million EUR.

do not want to compete with huge

The company produces

corporations.”

❙

I.C.E. FOR SpA
Industria Chimica
Ecologica
Via Pablo Picasso, 16
20013 Magenta (MI)
Italy
 +39 02 9792401
 +39 02 9793751
 info@icefor.com
 www.icefor.com
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Intense research and development efforts are key to I.C.E. FOR’s success

Founded in 1978, I.C.E.

Interview with Daniele Feletto, President and Commercial Manager of Vetroelite S.p.A.

Wrapping the world in glass
Glass is a proven packaging material for food, health and cosmetic products offering a variety of benefits. Nonporous, impermeable and resistant against chemicals, glass is safe packaging that reliably protects its content. Moreover, glass is a sustainable solution. It can be
reused and recycled time and time again. Yet glass is far more than a safe solution. Glass
ideally lends itself to creative decorations. Making the advantages of glass fully available, the
Italian company Vetroelite S.p.A. has earned an excellent reputation for its creative solutions
for glass bottles.

“Vetroelite is name and program

had the idea of making special

up to itse goals. Market leader in

and Germany are our most impor-

alike. Vetro is the Italian word for

glass bottles on my own. So I left

Italy and France, Vetroelite is well-

tant European markets followed by

glass, and Vetroelite stands for

and founded Vetroelite. In addi-

established on a global scale with

Greece, the UK and Austria.”

special glass creations, the idea

tion to special glass bottles, my

bases in the USA and Canada, an

on which I founded the company

idea included a special service

office in Poland and an export rate

It is the quality and variety of glass

in 1994,” says President Daniele

which competitors were not able

of 80%. “In addition to the USA

bottles, carafes and jars which

Feletto. “At the time I was em-

to provide. Moreover, I aimed

and Canada, we have custom-

has won Vetroelite an ever-growing

ployed at a glassmaking company,

at global markets right from the

ers across Europe and in China,”

number of customers across the

and when it was taken over, I

start.” Today, Vetroelite has lived

states Mr. Feletto. “France, Spain

globe. “We provide an exclusive
range of glass bottles for a variety of applications,” explains Mr.
Feletto. “For example, we provide
bottles for spirits, wine and mineral water, oil and vinegar, jars
for other food products such as
jams, and bottles and flacons for
perfumes, cosmetics and personal
care products. Bottles for spirits
are the most important product
range accounting for 60% of sales.
Within this range, carafes and special bottles for cognac and whiskey
are the key products.” Vetroelite
bottles and jars are exclusive products which excel in their innovative
shapes and decorations, most
of which are patented. They are

Vetroelite creations come in a variety of types,
such as by Petra Shanshara
EUROPEAN

business
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Vetroelite S.p.A.

Via I Maggio, 4
31024 Ormelle (TV)
Italy
 +39 0422 205711
 +39 0422 805249
 info@vetroelite.com
 www.vetroelite.com

Creative shape and decoration for highlighting the brand

manufactured with caps tailored

carefully selected industrial part-

to the bottle. Focusing on innova-

ners in Italy and Germany who

tions, the company adds new

fully meet our standards of qual-

products every month. “We design

ity,” underlines the President. “So

the products, make the drawings

far, we have had the decoration

and have them manufactured by

made by partners.”

In addition to quality and innova-

gral part of our service. We have a

tion, service is a major strength of

warehouse, and we manufacture

Vetroelite. The company provides

according to the requirements of

full service from personalized

the warehouse without necessar-

products to the constant avail-

ily having a minimum number of

ability of products. “We have the

orders. The warehouse is a huge

know-how to customize products

investment, but it is a service that

to highlight the brand and promote

customers are willing to pay for.

visibility on the shelf,” Mr. Feletto

Building on our strength, we want

points out. “We even manufacture

to increase the turnover of 14 mil-

bespoke products, tailored to the

lion EUR in the next few years in

specific requirements of custom-

Europe and especially in the USA

ers. Constant availability is an inte-

and Canada.”

❙

Gentle shape with rounded contours, the Eliot collection

business
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Interview with Paolo Virenti, CEO of Piteco SpA

IT solutions with breadth and depth
Making sure that a business has sufficient liquidity to meet its
obligations is a major challenge for every company. For this
reason, treasury management plays a critical role as it covers the complete financial environment; it simply drives value
creation. Piteco SpA is a specialist when it comes to designing and creating treasury and finance management solutions
for companies of all sizes in all industries. The Milan-based IT
company has continued to grow even when Italy was hit by a
deep economic crisis. Now, it is ready to rock foreign markets.

Burdened with complex bureau-

to further specify the business,”

cracy the Italian market is not the

explains Mr. Virenti. “Given this,

easiest one to operate in. Fac-

our strong brand identity was our

ing these challenging business

greatest asset to boost sales.”

conditions, Piteco excels with a
broad range of IT solutions meet-

Over the following years, Piteco

ing the most varied customer

made several far-sighted decisions.

requirements. “Our solutions offer

In 2008, the company introduced

numerous functions,” sums up

new web technologies that led to

CEO Paolo Virenti. “Customers of

a substantial growth spurt. The

all different industries greatly ap-

same year, Piteco became part

preciate our well-balanced product

of the DedaGroup ICT Network

portfolio. However, not everything

federation; DedaGroup acquired

is about products. We want to sup-

a 30% stake; later, in 2012, it be-

port customers by providing com-

came Piteco’s main shareholder.

prehensive solutions.”

“Being part of the DedaGroup
opened up many new business

Founder and CEO
Paolo Virenti is ready to
master new challenges

EUROPEAN
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Piteco’s broad product and service

opportunities,” explains Mr. Virenti.

range is the result of many years

“We were able to further broaden

of experience. Its roots date back

the business and to bring forward

to the eighties when Paolo Virenti

our international growth strategy.”

worked as manager of a software

Another important milestone was

development business unit of a

the introduction of the Corporate

well-known information technol-

Banking Communication CBC in

ogy company. When he took over

2009. Piteco has gone through an

the business unit in 2004, this

exceptional development; today,

was the beginning of a new chap-

the company has 86 employees,

ter – Piteco SpA was born. “When

annual sales of 14 million EUR

we established Piteco we aimed

and operating locations in Milan,

www.european-business.com 12

Padua and Rome. Piteco has been

which is greatly appreciated by

listed on the Milan stock exchange

several utility companies. With

since 2015. “As a listed company

AT.PRO Piteco presents a modular

we are in the position to continue

information system developed to

growing by acquiring companies

manage financial characteristics

with similar products and ser-

of securities and their account-

vices,” adds Mr. Virenti. “Our aim

ing destinations. Thanks to these

has always been to offer a broad

comprehensive IT solutions Piteco

product range. Currently, we are

focuses on customers of all dif-

working for around 600 customers;

ferent industries. “We basically

medium-sized and big companies

have no core industries,” says

that are constantly interested in

Mr. Virenti. “Our solutions are

new solutions.”

transversal which turns out to be

Piteco SpA

Via Mercalli, 16
20122 Milan (MI)
Italy
 +39 02 3660931
 +39 02 366093825
 info@pitecolab.it
 www.pitecolab.it

a great plus.” Piteco works for the
Piteco has long been a widely re-

steel industry, retailers, the fashion

spected solution provider for treas-

industry, transport and logistic

ury, finance and financial planning

companies, insurance companies,

management – a company that

media companies, the automotive

even grew in times of crisis. “In

industry, aerospace and aviation

2016, our revenues grew by 5.5%

industries and construction com-

with a significant increase in net

panies. Among its clients are Salini

profit by 32% of revenues. These

Impregilo and Astaldi, Italy’s two

numbers are the best by far within

biggest construction groups, Edi-

the sector,” states Mr. Virenti.

son, CAT, Würth, Kone, Leonardo,

“Italy’s crisis has not really had a

helvetia, Zürich, ABB, RAI, Pirelli,

negative impact, rather the con-

Mercedes-Benz, illy, Carlsberg,

trary. Our solutions are particularly

Lavazza, Moncler, Diesel, Versace

demanded when customers are

and many more global players.

facing difficult situations.”

“Luckily, we can rely on extremely
loyal customers”, emphasizes Mr.
Virenti. “They appreciate advanced

solid cornerstones: EVO, CBC,

IT solutions that are backed up by

MATCH.it, AT.PRO and Piteco

comprehensive services. Last but

FRM. EVO clearly comes as a

not least, we are known for being

product highlight as it is the only IT

a serious and competent business

solution able to integrate complex

partner who listens to customers

environment platforms employed

and works hard to develop individ-

in administration, finance and

ual solutions.” Based on its sound

control – and makes up around

experiences of the past, Piteco is

80% of sales. Piteco CBC stands

keen to further continue its inter-

out as it provides complete auto-

national strategy. The company will

mation of authorization workflows,

embrace new markets such as the

secure transaction in mobility and

United States and Mexico; markets

digital signatures while MATCH.

that according to Piteco incor-

IT is a highly acclaimed tool to

porate more potential than many

analyze and match complex data

European markets.
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Piteco’s product portfolio – complex and suitable for the most varied industries
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Piteco’s portfolio banks on five

Interview with Fabio Gatti, Managing Director of I.C.S. Bertagnin Srl

The epitome of packaging
Packaging incorporates many functions. It has become established as a means of communication with the customer and has an impact on consumer buying behaviour. Overall, it has
become itself a sales promotion tool that should not be overlooked by industry. Against this
background, the Italian packaging specialist I.C.S. Bertagnin Srl has managed to boost its
business on the basis of its integrated packaging solutions. The family company develops
creative packaging solutions and is able to offer the complete production process from initial
idea to final delivery at its Italian premises.

our company, which has resulted

lamination, coating, plasticization,

in an increase in turnover to ten

die cutting, gluing as well as trans-

million EUR.” Growing demand for

port and delivery. “We have the

quality packaging has also enabled

entire process in our hands, which

continuous growth in the packag-

has really made us stand out in

ing market.

this sector,” says Mr. Gatti. “Even
large formats can be handled with

I.C.S. Bertagnin has become a

ease.”

true all-rounder with a 360-de-

Managing Director Fabio Gatti is proud of I.C.S. Bertagnin’s state-of the-art production that enables 360-degree services

“Every customer who approaches

actual product itself,” points out

us is in need of a convincing pack-

Managing Director Fabio Gatti.

gree service portfolio, offering

In the field of image packaging, the

the manufacturing of paperboard

packaging itself, even more than

boxes completely in its own hands.

the actual product, is the real star

The portfolio ranges from design to

that determines the success of a

offset printing, hot-foil printing and

product. Packaging then becomes

silk-screen printing, embossing,

a unique selling proposition, which

Individualized packaging is a way to
communicate with the customer

The production ranges from flat cardboard to islands on the sales floor

aging solution. However, every
customer has his own ideas on

Mr. Gatti is the husband of the

what constitutes the ultimate pack-

founder’s daughter, the third gen-

aging, which can vary in terms of

eration of the family company.

quality, colour, wrapper and other

I.C.S. Bertagnin has been operat-

characteristics. This is where we

ing for more than 90 years and has

come in, as we help find a person-

always focused on packaging in

alized solution that best fits indi-

one form or another. “We have ex-

vidual requirements. The result is a

perienced strong growth in recent

packaging solution that transports

years,” adds Mr. Gatti. “Following

the customer’s brand image, the

the death of my father-in-law in

individuality of the product as well

1998, we managed to gain new

as all necessary information on the

momentum and have developed

EUROPEAN
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I.C.S. Bertagnin Srl
Via Marconi 3
38068 Rovereto (TN)
Italy
 +39 0464 430787
 +39 0464 430499
 info@ics-packaging.it
 www.ics-packaging.it

The company offers personalized packaging that works as an instrument for differentiation

stimulates impulse buying behav-

a certain brand. This is, in short,

of customers. Today, there are not

expand its activities on an interna-

iour. “It is true to say that packag-

a way to look at the impact of per-

many players in this segment able

tional level. “We know about the

ing increases sales and market

sonalized packaging,” points out

to offer complete in-house manu-

quality of our products and our

share, and reduces marketing

Mr. Gatti.

facturing. This guarantees a high

professional approach. Neverthe-

and promotional costs for our

level of quality, as we have all stag-

less, it is hard to find the right

customers,” stresses Mr. Gatti. “All

Today, I.C.S. Bertagnin’s solutions

es of production under our control.

distribution partners abroad with

packaging has to fit the brand and

are almost exclusively custom-

In addition, we are able to deliver

the same knowledge and dynam-

its products.” In this respect, Mr.

ized solutions for a customer base

more detailed and highly individual

ics to promote the excellence of

Gatti compares the company’s task

drawn from a range of different in-

finishing,” says Mr. Gatti.

our packaging,” states Mr. Gatti.

with that of a tailor who customizes

dustry sectors. However, a distinct

each piece of clothing.”

focus is on the food sector. About

For I.C.S., investment in state-

the right cooperation, we can boost

98% of the production focuses on

of-the-art production machinery

our international presence and bol-

Packaging creates communication

personalized products, ranging

is a means to develop the com-

ster our growth.” New packaging

with the consumer at the point

from small to large quantities. “We

mercialization of its products. The

developments will also have their

of sale, and has to appeal to the

apply a highly flexible approach,

company is eager to use its strong

fair share in this scenario.

consumer’s attentiveness towards

which has earned us the respect

position in the Italian market to

“We are very optimistic that with

In the coming years, a new focus will be on strengthening the
company’s export activities. “At
the moment, we only export 10%
of our products, but we are convinced that there is a potential
which we can exploit for our benefit,” says Mr. Gatti. In particular,
expansion to Germany and Austria
seems very promising, and I.C.S.
Bertagnin is going to focus on finding new distribution partners and
agents in these regions.
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Individual packaging conveys distinctive value to products

Elegant packaging increases the buyer’s
attentiveness for a special brand

business
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A special technique allows for printing
on metallic cardboard surfaces

❙

Interview with Vera Mogna, Business Development Director of Probiotical S.p.A.

Restoring the natural balance
The human intestine plays host to billions of bacteria that help it to perform its function of
digesting the food we eat and absorbing nutrients into the bloodstream. However, a host of
factors can disrupt the delicate balance of bacteria in the gut, leading to the kinds of intestinal problems such as bloating, cramping, diarrhoea and even more severe problems that
affect so many people today. Probiotical S.p.A. is part of Group Movin Alce, a major Italian
industrial and research concern active in the dairy industry. Probiotical exploits 30 years of
research to produce probiotic lactic acid bacteria aimed at restoring the natural intestinal
flora essential to healthy digestion.

innovative research center dedi-

while in the second we work to cre-

cates an area covering 1,200 m2 to

ate effective products using these

a series of clean room laboratories

strains in which we can assure the

divided into production, sterile,

strain’s individual properties until a

fermentation, cryoprotection,

defined expiry date.”

freeze-drying, grinding, mixing and

Probiotical was honoured with the Le Fonti award 2016 (from the left): Dott.ssa Vera
Mogna, Consigliere di Amministrazione, and Dr. Giovanni Mogna, Presidente

“We see ourselves as a research

otical has the largest catalogue of

centre that funds itself through

probiotic strains of any company

manufacturing, rather than as

in its market. “We have roughly

a production company that also

60 strains currently in production

engages in research,” says Busi-

out of a total bank of 250 strains,”

ness Development Director Vera

says Ms. Mogna. “By contrast, our

Mogna. “Our research is the prime

competitors have on average just

reason for our existence. We invest

six or seven strains.”

packaging areas as well as qual-

Examples of functional probiotic

ity control laboratories for product

strains include strains that can

analysis and batch certifications.

produce vitamins such as B2, B12

“The focus of our research work is

and folic acid, strains with an anti-

both explorative and application-

inflammatory action that can be

based,” explains Ms. Mogna. “In

used to treat IBS and IBD, strains

the first instance, we are very

with a strong action against e-coli,

concerned with investigating new

strains to treat infant gaseous colic

probiotic strains with specific

and strains with antioxidant and

metabolic properties and functions

anti-ageing complexes to protect

10% of our revenues in research
and development each year in

In order to bring a steady stream of

order to find new ways in which we

innovative new probiotic products

can improve people’s health with

to the market, Probiotical is com-

good bacteria.” As a result of this

mitted to an intensive programme

primary focus on research, Probi-

of research and development. Its

EUROPEAN
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Probiotial exhibits at a number of international fairs in Europe, Asia, the Middle East
and America
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Probiotical S.p.A.
Via E. Mattei, 3
28100 Novara
Italy

 +39 0321 465933
 +39 0321 492693
 support@probiotical.com
 www.probiotical.com

Probiotial produces a range of products based on strains of beneficial bacteria aimed at different fields of application (baby care, skin care and others) and marketed under its own brands or as private label products

against the typical degenerative

great success for our Acticand®

under its own name while the

strains. We currently have major

diseases associated with ageing

30 blend of lactobacillus, FOS and

remaining 75% are produced and

studies underway examining their

and lead to more healthy skin.

Arabinogalactan which protects

distributed for private label on be-

effect on mental health and the

“There is a growing recognition

and is active against vaginal can-

half of major pharmaceutical com-

connection between the brain and

within the scientific community

didiasis as well as other forms of

panies such as Bayer and Merck.

the intestine system. We believe

of the connection between good

candida yeast infection not cov-

“We work closely together with

that there could be connections

intestinal health and overall well-

ered by other drugs or medicines,”

customers to develop products for

between poor intestinal health and

being,” says Ms. Mogna. “We are

says Ms. Mogna. “Another product

specific markets,” describes Ms.

conditions such as autism.” If this

also active in conducting clinical

that has had very positive results in

Mogna. “We benefit from strong

is the case then it holds out hope

studies to prove the effectiveness

clinical studies is Bifivir®, a prod-

word of mouth and have won re-

for a large number of patients and

of our products, many of which are

uct aimed at promoting intestinal

spect in the pharmaceutical world

parents suffering from a condition

classified as medical devices.”

health and supporting the immune

through the hard facts that have

that seems to be on the rise and

system. This effect has been

come from our clinical research.

to which there are few treatments

The medical profession is now at

confirmed by medical studies.”

Our aim for the future is to con-

and no cure.

the stage where probiotic prod-

Around 25% of the products devel-

tinue to invest in research and

ucts are often recommended

oped by Probiotical are marketed

look for new applications for our

❙

in conjunction with a course of
antibiotics. Antibiotics kill off all
bacteria, good and bad, and this
is one of the reasons that intestinal
problems often follow antibiotic
treatment. Probiotics help restore
the balance of good bacteria in the
gut to guard against this common
side effect. A relatively new product that is bound to attract a great
deal of attention is Bifisterol®, a
blend of plant sterols and bifidobacterium. Clinical studies show
cholesterol-lowering activity by pro-

Probiotical’s headquarters and research centre in Novara

biotic strains only. “We also expect

business
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Interview with Giuseppe Puntin, Managing Director of Ospedale Pederzoli SpA

From nursing home to hospital
Italy’s Servizio Sanitario Nazionale has provided generations of Italians with a good standard
of universally accessible health services. Technical advances and demographic trends have
helped to extend the average life expectancy. However, the system is today facing new challenges. The country’s financial crisis has hit the health sector hard. Ospedale Pederzoli SpA in
Peschiera del Garda is well aware of the new economical and ethical challenges. The health
institution has successfully developed from a nursing home to a modern hospital.

officially recognized as a hospital

costs. These days, the future of

for this area. It was literally a nurs-

healthcare is jeopardized by the

ing home and a hospital in the

costs of services. We are facing

same location.”

the phenomenon of an ageing
population and healthcare is con-

A classic room in the hospital which has 320 beds

A public hospital which offers

at beautiful Lake Garda,” says Mr.

patients the service quality of a

Puntin. “This region has two parts;

private hospital – this has always

the northern part is dominated by

been the main guideline of Os-

mountains and has a less con-

pedale Pederzoli and its founder

centrated population, while the

Dr. Piero Pederzoli. “It all started in

southern part is a popular tourist

1947 thanks to a doctor who had a

attraction. Our establishment was

dream,” explains Managing Direc-

initially created as a nursing home

tor Giuseppe Puntin. “His vision

for surgery and other medical

was to provide a reliable health

services. As tourism developed,

service to the people of his own

our services broadened. In a very

area.”

short time the original 25 beds

Ospedale Pederzoli continually

centrated on the last years of life.

adapted to the changing require-

There is a kind of cultural revolu-

ments of modern medicine. Today,

tion. In the past, you concentrated

it is equipped with top-notch

on curing the illness; then, pre-

robots and earthquake-proof

vention became a new topic, and

features. “Three years ago, a re-

today, healthcare is focused on the

building project started that will be

prolonging of one’s psychophysi-

finished in two years’ time,” states

cal well-being. As a consequence,

Mr. Puntin. “Computerization and

services are broadening which

robotics ensure greater efficiency

increases costs. Today’s wishes will

compared to the past and reduce

be the standard demands of to-

increased to 100. As a result, the
Dr. Pederzoli’s vision has long

center moved towards being a

become reality. “We are located

classic hospital, and in 1987 it was

EUROPEAN
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Ten new operating theaters are equipped with state-of-the-art technology
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Ospedale Pederzoli SpA
Via Monte Baldo, 24
37019 Peschiera d/G (VR)
Italy
 +39 045 6449111
 +39 045 6449223
 info@cdcpederzoli.it
 www.cdcpederzoli.it

Ospedale Pederzoli welcomes patients from the Veneto region and further afield

Our patients find more reliable

pital has a total annual turnover of

answers here and higher quality

103 million EUR and is nurturing

which means more professionality

realistic future plans. “Over recent

morrow. The system’s sustainabil-

services as we have an important

and technology. To further sup-

years, we have gained an excellent

ity is a real challenge and therefore

role in the area.”

port patients, we will continue to

reputation in this area,” stresses

strengthen the hotel character of

Mr. Puntin. “Quality has always

Due to ongoing specialization,

our establishment. When a patient

been and will always be our most

the criteria for service management must be changed.”

pancreatic surgery, urology and

enters, he must have a good feel-

important characteristic. We aim

Today, Ospedale Pederzoli has

orthopedics are Ospedale Peder-

ing, similar to a warm welcome in

to further consolidate our posi-

750 employees – 600 paramedics

zoli’s points of excellence today

a hotel. Being away from home is

tion in the territory. Building the

and 150 doctors – who take care

– the hospital is currently number

always awkward; we want to re-

new hospital with state-of-the-art

of one million outpatient appoint-

three in Italy for prostate cancer.

duce this feeling of discomfort. We

facilities will clearly stimulate our

ments, 18,000 surgeries, 40,000

“Professionality and advanced

have a healthcare system which is

development. Our greatest chal-

emergency and first aid situations

technology are key characteristics

one-of-a-kind and it is public. It is

lenge will be to ensure economical

and 24,000 hospitalized patients

of our hospital,” points out Mr.

a public service but the manage-

sustainability. The new hospital

per year. 65% of patients are

Puntin. “One needs the other for

ment is private.”

will increase operational efficiency;

from the Veneto region, 35% from

an optimal service. We have two

other regions in Italy. “Twelve mil-

MRIs and 3D x-rays with image

Due to Ospedale Pederzoli’s

reduced. This makes us feel opti-

lion people live in the Lake Garda

overlapping. Our goal is to do a

quality-driven philosophy the hos-

mistic about our future.”

region,” explains Mr. Puntin. “We

comparison between the manage-

serve the majority of them, for both

ment costs of an ordinary hospital

emergency cases and general

and for the same activities in a

services.”

modern structure. Establishing a

at the same time, costs will be

❙

new hospital is a real challenge.
Other hospitals divide themselves

new operating theaters; three are

between 60% for regional capitals

about to be built. “We offer all the

and 40% for the province where

services a public hospital normally

public services are lacking. Our

offers, such as clinical networks for

approach is a bit different. We

emergencies, first aid and emer-

are very interested in a competi-

gency orthopedic surgery,” says

tive collaboration with the public

Mr. Puntin. “Hospital activities are

network. We want to give patients

our core business; at the same

the opportunity to discover this

time, we provide free of charge

trustworthy and reliable hospital.
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A hotel-like atmosphere helps patients to feel comfortable

business
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The hospital has 320 beds and ten

Interview with Lorenzo Simoncini, President of ATP S.p.A.

A company’s fate
is sealed
Sealing systems are increasingly in demand
in many industries, and seal producers find
themselves in a fast-growing market led by
technological innovations and strict safety
policies. Constant growth is supported by
the development of new products that outperform and outlast older ones. ATP S.p.A.
in Modena, Italy, perfectly represents the
flourishing market. The company is a much
sought-after producer of highly advanced
seals and stands out thanks to its quickly delivered, tailor-made solutions.

Highly skilled and committed employees not only contribute to ATP’s
constant growth; they all share the company’s business vision

EUROPEAN
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“One of our greatest assets is that

a team of entrepreneurial techni-

we speak the same language as

cians, including Mr. Simoncini’s fa-

our customers,” stresses President

ther, started the company’s trans-

Lorenzo Simoncini. “We listen to

formation from sales to production.

them and try hard to satisfy their

“Clients were starting to become

needs. This is how individual and

more demanding back then,” ex-

personalized solutions have be-

plains Mr. Simoncini. “ATP needed

come a trademark and important

to react and started by adding

driving force of our company.” ATP

plastic materials to the portfolio.

operates in a highly competitive

At the same time, new technolo-

market that is changing at a rapid

gies such as CNC machines were

pace. Thanks to committed em-

introduced to ensure efficient

ployees, innovative technology and

production processes. Along with

a strict focus on quality, ATP can

this development, we established a

meet the most challenging market

new site in Ancona to cover central

requirements. Since its early days,

and southern Italy better.” ATP has

they have been crucial character-

not stopped expanding since then.

istics of the company. In 1975,

New machines and another pro-

ATP started distributing technical

duction site in Modena propelled

products. At the end of the 1980s,

the company’s ongoing growth. “To

www.european-business.com 20

us, investing in innovative technol-

together with customers is of the

ogy means investing in quality,”

utmost importance,” underlines

emphasizes Mr. Simoncini. “Over

Mr. Simoncini. “In general, we

the years, we’ve implemented our

meet customers to discuss pro-

own technological equipment, and

jects. Our engineering department

today we can rely on numerous

works out initial proposals based

CNCs, water jet cutters, plotters

on the results of those meetings.

and four-axis milling machines for

These proposals are presented to

working with plastic. Thanks to

the customer before the entire pro-

these machines, we can produce

duction process begins. We deliver

customized solutions quickly and

within two to three weeks. High

efficiently.”

client loyalty and a very low rate of

ATP S.p.A.

Via Austria, n°14
41100 Modena (MO)
Italy
 +39 059 2130711
 +39 059 314085
 atp@atpgroup.it
 www.atpgroup.it

complaints prove the efficiency of
With a team of 55 people, ATP

our approach.”

generates annual sales of 10.5
million EUR with an export rate

ATP sees the growing demand of

of 15%. Custom manufacturing

sealing systems as an important

seals, processing plastic and sell-

opportunity to consolidate its own

ing

OKS®

lubricants make up the

market position. Marketing has

company’s core business. ATP can

been largely neglected until now,

boast consolidated experience in

but a new strategy will be imple-

food and beverages, packaging

mented to enter new markets such

and automation, hydraulics and

as Germany and France. For this

pneumatics, earthmoving ma-

reason, ATP will participate in the

chines, pharmaceuticals, railroads,

Drinktec trade fair in Munich for

and the marine, automotive, aero-

the first time. “We see clear inter-

nautical, and oil and gas sectors.

national market potential for our

“Our well-balanced customer port-

products,” says Mr. Simoncini.

folio has proven to be a huge com-

“Seals need to be extremely dura-

petitive advantage as we do not

ble and robust. Thanks to our high

depend on any single industry and

quality standards, we are already

its specific development,” adds

on the right path; however, there is

Mr. Simoncini. “In line with this

still a lot to do. We need to

decision to diversify, our technical

find qualified staff, which is not

department works in specialized

easy. Last year, we hired seven

divisions according to sector, and

new employees. We not only of-

the production works in two shifts

fer interesting jobs but also a very

for orders from one single piece to

good working atmosphere. We

thousands of pieces. This structure

are always interested in new ideas

enables us to put a team of up-

and visions. We want our employ-

to-date and dedicated technical

ees to grow along with their ideas

experts at our client’s disposal.”

and be passionate about their job.
This goal has always been our top

90% of ATP’s customers are indus-

priority.”

State-of-the-art technology leads to advanced products and tailor-made
solutions

❙

trial machinery producers (OEM).
“We believe that working closely

business
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Interview with Marco Mutti, Managing Director of
Foruminvest Italia Srl

Investing in Italian shopping

In Italy, the asset management industry has become a fast-growing sector – although the country is
Via Allessandro Manzoni, 30
still recovering from the impact of the severe economic
20121 Milan
crisis. Experts agree that the popularity can be attributed
Italy
to low interest rates. These have spurred many investors to
 +39 02 303703
seek high returns for their savings and investments. Forumin +39 02 30370350
vest Italia Srl in Milan is a prominent European real estate devel info@foruminvest.it
oper and is involved in the asset management of interesting projects.
 www.foruminvest.it
Foruminvest Italia Srl

Foruminvest Italy has become

regardless of whether in the Neth-

have great ideas and visions but

Foruminvest is responsible for the

synonymous with expertise,

erlands, France, Belgium or Italy.”

not the knowledge to turn these

asset management of several com-

visions into reality. Foruminvest

mercial centers. “Our motivation is

stability when it comes to the de-

Foruminvest Italia first developed

Italia has been operating on the

to enhance value creation,” stress-

velopment of shopping centers,

two commercial centers in Teramo

market for twelve years now and

es Mr. Mutti. “We deliver solutions

retail parks and outlet centers. The

and Bari before expanding its port-

has gathered fundamental know-

for everyday issues and always seek

company operates both on its own

folio step by step. “After a while,

how over the years. Thanks to our

extensive and lasting strategic and

initiative and on behalf of third par-

we slowly shifted our focus towards

vast know-how and our long-term

operational improvement on growth

ties – always in close cooperation

integrated asset management

experience in developing shopping

and performance. On average, we

with organizations such as munici-

solutions on behalf of investment

centers, we are in the position to

are able to increase the number of

palities, landowners, architects,

companies,” explains Mr. Mutti.

implement the perfect instruments

visitors by 8% and sales by 9%.”

consultants, brokers and retailers.

“Our aim has been to look after

to make the most of already exist-

The company was founded in

the entire process from acquisition

ing commercial centers and retail

Today, with a workforce of 18 em-

the Netherlands in 1987 and has

to completion. Many British funds

parks.”

ployees, Foruminvest processes

know-how, creativity and financial

grown substantially since then.

52 million EUR of rent, plus an ad-

Part of this dynamic development

ditional four million EUR resulting

was the establishment of the Ital-

from development and asset man-

ian branch Foruminvest Italia in

agement services. The real estate

2004. “The initial business idea

and asset management specialist

was to develop commercial cent-

is based in a historical palazzo in

ers, retail parks and outlets,” sums

Milan’s Via Manzoni. “We are the

up Managing Director Marco Mutti.

only company in the Dutch group
offering asset management and

“Our projects have always been of
high quality. This is a characteristic of every Foruminvest branch
EUROPEAN
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Modern shopping centers invite
visitors to stay a bit longer

retail property management,” emphasizes Mr. Mutti. “It is part of our
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A bright and friendly atmosphere
enhances the appeal of every
shopping center

Shopping Mongolfiera was another

risks are limited. Our great advan-

challenge. At the beginning, no-

tage is the expertise of our dedi-

body really believed in the project.

cated team. We simply know a lot

We finally completed a center with

about retail and locations – maybe

100 shops, and since 2009 it has

a bit more than others. However,

had double-digit growth.”

it is not easy to find suitable employees who fit into our team. They

Foruminvest Italia concentrates on

should have knowledge about as-

commercial centers located close

set management as well as how

to city centers. “Centers built in the

to develop shopping centers. Eve-

1990s are often perfectly located

ryone needs to fit in exactly. You

but have completely outdated

need to have the right skills and

business philosophy to concentrate

established sports and electron-

structures that are not appealing

competencies to become part of it.

fully on commercial centers and

ics retailers instead. We found

at all,” points out Mr. Mutti. “In

After a long time and many chang-

retail parks. This is where we ex-

new positions for strong brands,

this case, we seek to redevelop

es, today, we take full advantage of

ceed the best efforts of many of our

removed mobile ramps and cre-

these old structures and to install

a very stable team.”

competitors. Our services include

ated cozy patios and kiosks. Now,

a kind of new spirit. Our centers

tax consultancy, the optimization of

on the second level, visitors find a

are never too big; we usually focus
m 2.

At the

Transparency is another key

costs and expense reductions. We

cinema.” Another highlight of the

on 25,000 to 45,000

basically offer support to increase

portfolio is Gran Sasso, a modern

moment, we are working on a pro-

Foruminvest’s success. “Clients

the performance of commercial

shopping center located in Tera-

ject in Rome covering 32,000 m2,

are offered precise reports to get

centers. Furthermore, we provide

mo. In 2007, Foruminvest devel-

and 60% of the shops are already

realistic ideas about what is going

technical services and look after

oped the center which includes 80

rented out. Furthermore, there are

on,” underlines Mr. Mutti. “This

leasing options and contracts. At

shops, a supermarket, a DIY store

several redevelopments of existing

approach is important as we are

Foruminvest, we all share the same

and a food court. The project re-

shopping centers in the cities of

talking about huge investments.

ideas and values with one goal in

ceived the Golden Brick Award for

Udine, Pordenone, Vicenza and

Often, several hundred million

common. We rely on a horizontal

the best retail development in Italy.

Bologna. In America, you would

euros are involved, so it is essential

structure, and everything is about

“Gran Sasso was quite a challeng-

probably say we are revamping

that every process is clear and

working in a team. Team work is

ing project,” says Mr. Mutti. “Dur-

those centers.”

transparent.”

deeply rooted in our philosophy and

ing the economic crisis, the shop-

leads to exceptional results. When

ping center had a high vacancy

Foruminvest Italia is constantly

Foruminvest mainly focuses on

working on a project, we often

rate. Within two years, it had lost

looking for new and challenging

well-established commercial cent-

change substantial structures of a

40% of its shops. Today, all shop

projects. “Our work is very stimu-

ers within Italy. “Our investors are

commercial center to enhance its

premises are rented out. Gran

lating,” says Mr. Mutti. “Project

highly solvent,” states Mr. Mutti.

characteristic that has spurred

value. As a result, rents increase,

“They are looking for real estate

which means value goes up.”

properties to consolidate sales and
rents. We work exclusively with

Many impressive projects such

foreign investors. Furthermore, we

as the Centro Palladio in Vicenza,

cooperate with a Swiss fund. Our

the shopping center Teramo Gran

asset is that we are independent

Sasso or the Gran Shopping Mon-

and not connected to any investor.

golfiera illustrate Foruminvest’s out-

This gives us the freedom to con-

standing competence. “Vicenza’s

centrate on our core competences.

explains Mr. Mutti. “We reduced
the size of the hypermarket and
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Visiting a shopping center can be tiring,
but comfortable benches invite
visitors to sit down and relax

We do not waste time and energy
on projects other than commercial
centers and retail parks.”
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